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ABSTRACT: Our prior study [Igci et al., AIChE J., 2008, 54, 1431�1448] presented a methodology where computational results
obtained through highly resolved simulations of a given microscopic two-fluid model (TFM) for gas-particle flows are filtered to
deduce models for the residual correlations appearing in the corresponding filtered TFM equations that are appropriate for coarse-
grid simulations of gas-particle flows. In the present study, we have performed a large number of highly resolved simulations of a
kinetic theory based TFM in two- and three-dimensional periodic domains using this methodology and filtered the results to
generate computational data on the filtered drag coefficient, the filtered particle phase pressure, and the filtered particle phase
viscosity. These results have been captured in the form of correlations that can readily be employed in coarse-grid simulations of gas-
particle flows.

’ INTRODUCTION

Gas-particle flows in process vessels are inherently unstable;
they manifest structures over a wide range of scales. The two-
fluid model (TFM) equations are able to capture their existence
in a robust manner; however, to resolve inhomogeneous struc-
tures as small as 10 particle diameters, extremely fine spatial grids
are necessary, which renders these simulations impractical.1,2

Filtered TFMs aim to simulate only the large-scale flow struc-
tures (>100�1000 particle diameters) while accounting for the
effects of unresolved subfilter scale structures (<100�1000
particle diameters) through residual correlations appearing in
the filtered models; constitutive models are needed for these
residual correlations before one can apply the filtered models for
coarse-grid simulations. In our prior study,1 we outlined a
systemic filtering approach to construct closure relationships
for the filtered drag coefficient and the filtered stresses in the gas
and particle phases, and illustrated the method for gas-particle
flows at moderate particle volume fractions (φs < 0.30). Briefly,
we performed highly resolved simulations of a kinetic-theory-
based TFM with Wen and Yu’s drag law for uniformly sized
particles1,3�6 in large periodic domains (whose dimensions were
considerably larger than the filter lengths being investigated) and
filtered the results (using the desired filter length) to obtain
computational data on the residual correlations of interest. We
showed that the closure relationships for the drag coefficient and
the effective stresses in the gas and particle phases manifested a
definite and systematic dependence on the filter length and that
filtering did indeed remove small-scale structures that were
afforded by the highly resolved simulations of the kinetic-
theory-based TFM. However, the closure relationships for the
filtered drag coefficient and the filtered stresses presented in our
prior work did not explore particle volume fractions in the region
of φs > 0.30. In addition, compact closure expressions that
capture the filter length and φs dependence of the residual
correlations, which are needed for coarse-grid simulations of
the filtered TFMs, remain to be formulated. The present study
addresses both issues: we present computational results on the

residual correlations over the entire particle volume fraction
range and construct algebraic closure relations that can readily be
implemented in simulations of the filtered TFMs.

We focus our attention to closures for the filtered drag
coefficient (βfiltered), the filtered particle phase pressure (ps,
filtered), and the filtered particle phase viscosity (μs,filtered), in flow
regions far away from solid boundaries. (Corrections to account
for the effects of bounding walls on filtered TFM closures have
already been presented.7) A simple and effective manner by
which solid boundaries can be avoided is to consider flows in
periodic domains. The filtering operation does not require a
periodic domain; however, as each location in a periodic domain
is statistically equivalent to any other location, statistical averages
can be gathered much faster when simulations are done in
periodic domains. With this in mind, all the analyses described
here have been performed in periodic domains. In our prior
work,1 we showed that the results obtained from two-dimen-
sional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) periodic domains
were qualitatively similar, but differed quantitatively; there-
fore, in the present study, we have focused first on 2D
simulations to bring forward the filter length dependence of
the closures for the residual correlations, because 2D simula-
tions are computationally much less expensive. We have then
performed 3D simulations to bring forth the differences
between 2D and 3D closures over the entire particle volume
fraction range (0 e φs < φs,max = 0.65). The principal out-
comes of the present study are the closures for the residual
correlations appearing in the filtered TFMs; these closures
capture the filter length and particle volume fraction depen-
dence of the residual correlations.
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Two-Dimensional (2D) Simulations. In order to build
models for the residual correlations appearing in the 2D filtered
model equations, we have performed highly resolved simulations
of a set of microscopic TFM equations1,3 in a square periodic
domain, using the open-source softwareMFIX.6 The domain size
of 131.584 � 131.584 dimensionless units (henceforth abbre-
viated as du) used in these simulations translates to 0.64m� 0.64
m for the FCC particles (whose physical properties are given
Table 1). The characteristic length in our study is vt

2/g and, thus,
1 du corresponds to a length of vt

2/g. For the example shown in
Table 1, 1 du ≈ 0.00486 m, which translated to ∼65 particle
diameters. The domain size used in the simulation, 0.64 m, is
equal to ∼8533 particle diameters. The kinetic-theory-based
TFM equations employed in these simulations are not reported
here, but can be found in our earlier papers.1,3 Simulations were
done using 512 � 512 grids, which was found in our earlier
studies to be adequate to obtain grid-resolution-independent
filtered statistics.1 Highly resolved computations were performed
for 14 different domain-averaged particle volume fractions (in
the range of 0.01�0.58) and the results were filtered as described
in our earlier studies, using filters of varying lengths (but smaller
than the domain size).
In these highly resolved simulations, after an initial transient

period, which is dependent on the initial conditions, persistent,
time-dependent, and spatially inhomogeneous structures devel-
op. One can then select any region of desired size and average any
quantity of interest over all the cells inside that region; we refer to
such results as region-average (or filtered) values. (Such region
averaging is equivalent to setting the weight function to an
appropriate nonzero constant everywhere inside the region and
to zero outside.) Note that one can choose a large number of
different regions of the same size inside the overall domain; thus,
many region-averaged values can be extracted from each instan-
taneous snapshot. When the system is in a statistical steady state,
one can construct tens of thousands of such averages by repeating
the analysis at various time instants.
Note that the averages over different regions at any given time

are not equivalent; for example, at a given instant, different
regions (even of the same size) will correspond to different
filtered particle volume fractions, as well as different particle
and fluid velocities. Thus, one cannot simply lump the results
obtained over all the regions; instead, we must group them
into bins based on various markers and perform statistical
averages within each bin to extract useful information. Our 2D
simulations revealed that the single most important marker for a
region is its average particle volume fraction. Therefore, we
divided the permissible range of filtered particle volume fraction

(0e φs < φs,max, where φs,max = 0.65) into 1300 bins (so that each
bin represented a particle volume fraction window of 0.0005)
and classified the filtered data in these bins. (Strictly speaking,
one would expect to use 2D bins, involving φs and a Reynolds
number based on slip velocity, to classify the filtered drag
coefficient; however, we found the Reynolds number depen-
dence to be rather weak for the cases investigated in this study.)
For each snapshot of the flow field in the statistical steady state,
we considered a filtering region around each grid point in the
domain and determined the filtered particle volume fraction (φs),
the filtered slip velocity (u� v), filtered fluid-particle interaction
force, etc. This combination of filtered quantities represents one
realization and it was placed in the appropriate filtered particle
volume fraction bin, determined by its particle volume fraction
value. In this manner, a large number of realizations could be
generated from each snapshot. This procedure was repeated for
many snapshots. The many realizations within each bin were
then averaged to determine ensemble-averaged values for each
filtered quantity. From such bin statistics, we calculated the
filtered drag coefficient, the filtered particle phase normal
stresses, and the filtered particle phase viscosity as functions of
the filtered particle volume fraction. For example, the filtered
drag coefficient is taken to be the ratio of the filtered drag force
and the filtered slip velocity, each of which has been determined
in terms of the particle volume fraction.
2D Filtered Drag Coefficient. Figure 1 shows the dimension-

less filtered drag coefficient (βfiltered,d = βfilteredvt/(Fsg)), as a
function of the filtered (i.e., region-averaged) particle volume
fraction (φs) for various filter lengths. The uppermost curve
corresponds to the intrinsic drag law; the filter length here is
simply the grid length used in the simulations of the microscopic

Table 1. Sample Physical Properties of the Gas and Particles

symbol/expression property value

dp particle diameter 7.5 � 10�5 m

Fs particle density 1500 kg/m3

Fg gas density 1.3 kg/m3

μg gas viscosity 1.8 � 10�5 kg/(m s)

ep coefficient of restitution 0.9

g gravitational acceleration 9.80665 m/s2

vt terminal settling velocity 0.2184 m/s

vt
2/g characteristic length 0.00486 m

vt/g characteristic time 0.0223 s

Fsvt2 characteristic stress 71.55 kg/(m s2)

Figure 1. The variation of the dimensionless filtered drag coefficient
with particle volume fraction for various filter lengths (listed in the
legend in dimensionless units) is shown. The simulations were per-
formed in square periodic domains of size 131.584 du � 131.584 du,
using 512 � 512 grid points. The physical conditions corresponding to
this simulation are listed in Table 1. The dimensionless filtered drag
coefficient includes contributions from the drag force and the pressure
fluctuation force. Data used for filtering were generated by running
simulations for domain-average particle volume fractions of 0.01, 0.02,
0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, and 0.58. The
figure also includes two inset figures: (a) for 0e φs < 0.30 (to show the
filtering effect more clearly in the regions of moderate particle concen-
tration); (b) for the dilute volume fraction region (0 e φs < 0.01).
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TFM equations (which is equivalent to not filtering at all). It is
apparent from this figure that the effect of filter length on the
filtered drag coefficient is dependent on φs. The results presented
in Figure 1 are replotted in Figure 2 on a logarithmic scale, to
show the effect of filter length on the filtered drag coefficient
more clearly. For each filter length, Q (which is defined as Q =
βfiltered,d/[φs(1 � φs)]) decreases sharply with increasing φs
at small φs values, and it follows the typical Richardson�Zaki8 (RZ)
form at somewhat higher φs values (0.05 < φs < 0.30); at even
higher φs values, a clear departure from the RZ form is apparent,
while at extremely high φs values, the filter length dependence
essentially disappears. Similar figures were presented in our prior
study1 but were limited to φs values of <0.30; the present study
has investigated this region more extensively and has extended
the analysis to higher particle volume fractions as well. Two
interesting trends are readily seen in the low φs regions (see the
left-most region in Figure 1 and inset b of Figure 1):
(a) At extremely low φs values, all of the curves correspond-

ing to various filter lengths approach the same asymptotic
behavior, indicating that the filtered drag coefficient is
essentially independent of filter length in this φs range.

(b) As φs increases, the filtered drag coefficient picks up a
definite dependence on the filter length, manifesting a
systematic decrease with increasing filter length.

It is apparent from (inset b) in Figure 1 that the filter length
independence is seen only at extremely small φs values, where

other factors such as gas-phase turbulence, which have not been
included in this study, become very important and render the
results of the present study inaccurate. With this inmind, we have
not tried to capture the filter length independence at very low
particle volume fractions in our correlations presented below;
instead, we have sought to capture the filter length dependence
seen at all other φs values.
In our prior work,1 we investigated the reason behind the

anomalous dependence of the filtered drag coefficient on φs (for
a chosen filter length) in the region of φs less than ∼0.05. We
demonstrated that this behavior is due to the inhomogeneous
microstructure inside the filtering region and not due to the Rep
dependence of the intrinsic drag law. In this range of φs values, an
increase in φs increases both the cluster size and particle volume
fraction in the clusters; the gas flows around these clusters and
the resistance offered by these clusters decreases with increasing
cluster size. At somewhat larger φs values (0.05 < φs < 0.30; the
RZ region in Figure 2), the clusters begin to interact and
hindered drag sets in. This behavior is clearly reflected in the
(dimensionless) vertical slip velocity corresponding to large filter
lengths (see Figure 3). The slip velocity increases with φs at low
φs values, which is consistent with larger and/or denser clusters;
it then decreases with increasing φs when the clusters begin
interact with each other.
As the filter length is increased, the averaging is being

performed over larger and larger clusters: larger clusters allow
greater bypassing of the gas, resulting in a lower apparent drag
coefficient. Intuitively, one can expect that the clusters will not
grow beyond some critical size and, beyond a sufficiently large
filter size, the filtered drag coefficient will become essentially
independent of the filter length. It is clear from Figure 2 that this
critical filter length is definitely larger than the largest filter length
shown there. Simulations using much larger domains are needed
to identify this critical size, but we have not pursued this issue in
the present study, because such large simulations are beyond our
computational resources; instead, we have estimated the asymp-
totic value of the filtered drag coefficient at large filters by
extrapolation. For this analysis, we plotted the filtered drag
coefficient against Frfilter (where Frfilter = vt

2/(gΔfilter)) for
various particle volume fraction values. For Frfilter < 2, the filtered

Figure 2. The results shown earlier in Figure 1 are plotted on a logarithmic
scale. Here,Q = βfiltered,d/[φs(1� φs)], where βfiltered,d is the dimensionless
filtered drag coefficient, φs is the filtered particle phase volume fraction.
(φs values are also shownon a secondary x-axis on the top of thefigure.)The
figure also includes the constitutive relationships (as a function of particle
volume fraction, filter length) given in eq 1 in Table 2 for 0 e φs < 0.65).
The inset figure shows the behavior in the region with φs < 0.05. The
dimensionless filter lengths are shown in the legend. Figure legend: the solid
dark gray line represents the constitutive relationship for the 4.112 du filter;
the solid light gray line represents the constitutive relationship for the 8.224
dufilter; the black dashed lines represent the constitutive relationship for the
16.448 du filter; and the black dash-dotted line along the bottom of the
graph indicates the asymptotic value of ln(Q) for large filters, which was
obtained from scaling studies.

Figure 3. The variation of dimensionless filtered slip velocity with
filtered particle volume fraction is shown for various dimensionless filter
lengths shown in the legend. These results were generated from the
same set of simulation data that led to Figure 1.
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drag coefficient was found to vary roughly as a second-order
polynomial in Frfilter. The asymptotic value of the filtered drag
coefficient at large filter sizes (i.e., Frfilter f 0) for each particle
volume fraction value was then determined from this second-
order fit.
The region of high particle volume fraction (φs > 0.30) in

Figure 2 reveals the following trends:
(a) For φs > 0.30, the 2D filtered drag coefficient cannot be

captured by a RZ-like model. However, the dependence
of the filtered closures on filter length is still clearly
observed for 0.30 < φs < 0.59. Note that phase inversion

occurs near φs ≈ 0.30; namely, the mesoscale structures
begin to transition from clusters and strands of particle-
rich regions immersed in a continuous region with a
relatively more dilute particle loading to bubblelike voids
in a continuous particle-rich emulsion phase.

(b) At very high particle concentrations (φs > 0.59), all the
curves corresponding to various filter lengths approach
the same value, indicating that the filtered closures are
essentially independent of filter length in this region;
here, the filtered drag coefficient is simply that used in the
microscopic TFM.1,3�5

Table 2. 2D Filtered Closures

parameter equation number

Filter (region) length:

Frfilter � 1 ¼ gΔfilter

vt 2

2D Filtered drag coefficient:

βfiltered ¼ βmicroscopic ð1þ cÞ

βmicroscopic ¼ 3
4
CD

Fgð1� φs Þφs ju� vj
dp

ð1� φs Þ � 2:65

(1)

CD ¼
24
Reg

1þ 0:15Reg
0:687

� �
Reg < 1000

0:44 Reg g 1000

8><
>:

(2)

where Reg ¼ ð1 � φs ÞFg dp ju � vj
μg

c ¼ � f ðFrfilterÞh2Dðφs Þ (3)

f ðFrfilterÞ ¼ Frfilter � 1:3

Frfilter � 1:3 þ 1:5
(4)

h2Dðφs Þ ¼ 1� βasymptotic

βmicroscopic

¼

2:7φs
0:234

φs < 0:0012

� 0:019φs
� 0:455 þ 0:963 0:0012 e φs < 0:014

0:868 expð � 0:38φs Þ � 0:176 expð � 119:2φs Þ 0:014 e φs < 0:25
� 4:59� 10 � 5 expð19:75φs Þ þ 0:852 expð � 0:268φs Þ 0:25 e φs < 0:455

ðφs � 0:59Þð � 1501φs
3 þ 2203φs

2 � 1054φs þ 162Þ 0:455 e φs e 0:59
0 0:59 < φs e 0:65

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(5)

2D Filtered particle phase pressure:

ps, filtered
Fsvt 2

¼
ps, kinetic
Fsvt2

þ Factorpsðφs � 0:59Þð � 1:69φs � 4:61φs
2 þ 11φs

3Þ φs e 0:59

ps, kinetic
Fsvt2

φs > 0:59

8>>><
>>>:

(6)

where Factorps ¼ 0:48ðFrfilter � 0:86Þ 1� exp � Frfilter � 1

1:4

� �h i
(7)

and the kinetic model term is given as

ps, kinetic
Fsvt 2

¼

� 10:4φs
2 þ 0:310φs φs e 0:0131

� 0:185φs
3 þ 0:0660φs

2 � 0:000183φs þ 0:00232 0:0131 < φs e 0:290
� 0:00978φs þ 0:00615 0:290 < φs e 0:595

� 6:62φs
3 þ 49:5φs

2 � 50:3φs þ 13:8 φs > 0:595

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(8)

2D Filtered particle phase (shear) viscosity:

μs, filtered g
Fsvt 3

¼

μs, kinetic g

Fsvt3
þ Factorμsðφs � 0:59Þð � 1:22φs � 0:7φs

2 � 2φs
3Þ φs e 0:59

μs, kinetic g

Fsvt3
φs > 0:59

8>>><
>>>:

(9)

where Factorμs ¼ 0:37Frfilter � 1:22 (10)

and the kinetic model term is given as

μs, kinetic g
Fsvt 3

¼

1720φs
4 � 215φs

3 þ 9:81φs
2 � 0:207φs þ 0:00254 φs e 0:0200

2:72φs
4 � 1:55φs

3 þ 0:329φs
2 � 0:0296φs þ 0:00136 0:0200 < φs e 0:200

� 0:0128φs
3 þ 0:0107φs

2 � 0:0005φs þ 0:000335 0:200 < φs e 0:6095

23:6φs
2 � 28:0φs þ 8:30 φs > 0:6095

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(11)
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This behavior is also reflected in the filtered slip velocity results
shown in Figure 3. At high φs values, all the filtered slip velocity
curves overlap with the curve obtained for a filter length equal to
the grid length used in the highly resolved microscopic TFM
simulations (which, as noted before, is equivalent to not doing
any filtering).
For modeling the 2D filtered drag coefficient, we propose the

set of correlations given in eqs 1�5 in Table 2. This correlation
has the advantage of showing the scaling with filter length
explicitly, but it is accurate only for Frfilter

�1 g 4.112 du.
However, this restriction is acceptable for coarse-grid simulation
of industrial-scale risers, which would require grids (and, there-
fore, filter lengths) larger than 4.112 du. In these equations,
βmicroscopic is evaluated from the drag law used in the microscopic
TFM; in our studies, we used Wen and Yu’s drag law, the local
filtered particle phase volume fraction, and the filtered slip
velocity (corresponding to that filter length; see Figure 3) to
determine βmicroscopic. The quantity c depends on both the filter
length and the particle volume fraction. It is assumed that these
dependencies can be captured as c = �f(Frfilter)h2D(φs) (eq 3).
The scaling with filter length comes through f(Frfilter) (where
f(Frfilter) = Frfilter

�1.3/(Frfilter
�1.3þ 1.5)); by the time the dimen-

sionless filter length (Frfilter
�1) becomes 60 du, it asymptotically

approaches unity (see Figure 4). Therefore, β = βmicroscopic(1 �
h2D(φs)) can be viewed as the asymptotic limit of the drag law for
large filters. Themost significant uncertainty in the filteredmodel
is the confidence with which we can determine h2D(φs). We
estimated h2D(φs) by extrapolating the results obtained for
various filter lengths to large filter lengths; such an extrapolation
introduces some uncertainty. Thus, improvement in the estimate
of h2D(φs), either through larger-scale simulations or comparison
with reliable experimental data, may be necessary. Figure 5 shows
a plot of h2D(φs) against φs.
Figure 2 includes the filtered drag coefficient values pre-

dicted by this correlation for various filter lengths; good
agreement is seen for Frfilter

�1 g 4.112 du. We have also
explored further modifications to the correlation in order to
capture the simulation data for any filter length (and not just
Frfilter

�1 g 4.112 du); these are not discussed here, but can be
found elsewhere.9

This model is very similar to the form used by Simonin’s
group,10�12 but with some important differences, which will be

discussed later. They modeled the filtered drag force as

F ¼ βmicroscopicð1� fsimðΔdimlessÞhsimðφsÞKÞVslip

where Vslip is the filtered slip velocity. The value of K is
dependent on both the simulated case and the direction and is
dynamically adjusted, following a methodology adapted from
Germano et al.13 and Lilly.14 (See the work of Parmentier11

for details.) The term fsim(Δdimless) (which is defined as
fsim(Δdimless) = Δdimless

2/(Δdimless
2 þ 0.0613)) gives the scaling

with filter length. Note that the filter length is made dimension-
less using the expressionΔdimless = (Δfilter/τp

St)/(gDH)
1/2). Here,

DH is the bed hydraulic diameter and τp
St is the Stokes drag relaxation

time of an isolated particle (defined as τp
St = Fsdp2/(18μg)). Because

fsim(Δdimless) asymptotically approaches unity for large filters, the
correction to thedrag force (due tofiltering) becomes (1� hsim(φs)K),
where

hsimðφsÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
φs

φs, max

s
1� φs

φs, max

 !2

1� 1:88
φs

φs, max
þ 5:16

φs

φs, max

 !2
2
4

3
5

This asymptotic correction to the drag force (1� hsim(φs)K) will be
compared with our model later in this paper.
2D Filtered Particle Phase Pressure and Viscosity. The filtered

particle phase pressure (ps,filtered) and shear viscosity (μs,filtered)
include the contributions from the streaming and collisional
parts captured by the kinetic theory and the subfilter-scale
Reynolds-stress-like velocity fluctuations. The dimensionless
filtered particle phase pressure is defined as

ps, filtered, d ¼ ps, kinetic þ 1=3ð ÞðFsφsv0xv0x þ Fsφsv0yv0y þ Fsφsv0zv0zÞ
Fsvt2

Here, ps,kinetic is the filtered pressure arising from the streaming
and collisional parts captured by the kinetic theory. (See our
prior work1 for more information.) Figure 6 shows the dimen-
sionless filtered particle phase pressure as a function of φs for
various filter lengths. (The filtered particle phase pressure for a
filter length equal to the grid length simply corresponds to
the kinetic theory pressure.) The contribution resulting from
the subfilter-scale Reynolds-stress-like velocity fluctuations is
much larger than the kinetic theory pressure for φs < 0.59,
indicating that, at the coarse-grid scale, one can ignore the kinetic
theory contributions to the filtered particle phase pressure for

Figure 4. Variation of f with particle volume fraction. (See eq 4
in Table 2 for the 2D simulation, eq 14 in Table 3 for the 3D
simulation.)

Figure 5. Variation of h2D with particle volume fraction. (See eq 5 in
Table 2 in Table 2.)
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φs < 0.59. At higher φs values, the filtered kinetic theory
contributions becomes the dominant term.
It is readily seen in Figure 6 that the filtered particle phase

pressure increases with filter length for φs < 0.59, which is a direct
consequence of the fact that the energy associated with the
velocity fluctuations increases with filter length (as in single-
phase turbulence15). For a given filter length, the filtered particle
phase pressure increases with φs for 0 e φs < 0.30 and then
decreases with increasing φs for 0.30 < φs < 0.59. This transition
appears to coincide with the phase inversion of the mesoscale
structures (from clusters to bubblelike voids) discussed earlier.
We have captured the φs and filter length dependence of the

filtered particle phase pressure through the correlations summar-
ized in Table 2 (eqs 6�8). As shown in Figure 6, these
correlations capture the filtered particle phase pressure reason-
ably well. The dependence of the filtered particle phase pressure
on the filter length is captured by Factorps (eq 7), which increases
almost linearly (Frfilter

�1.86) with the filter length for large filters.
The correlation in eq eq 6 is internally consistent in the sense that
it approaches the kinetic theory model particle phase pressure as
Frfilter

�1 f 0. To determine ps,kinetic, which appears in eq 6, one
can solve a filtered version of the granular temperature equation and
postulate a model for ps,kinetic, in terms of the filtered granular
temperature. However, such a complexity may not be necessary
and the simple empirical correlation (see eq 8 in Table 2) that we
deduced by analyzing the data from highly resolved simulations
may suffice.
To estimate the kinetic contribution for normal and shear

(particle phase) stresses in coarse-grid simulations, one can also
solve the microscopic granular equations as they are. The kinetic
theory stresses obtained this way would be inaccurate for φs <
0.59 (because of the fact that mesoscale structures present within
this range have not been accounted for): however, these kinetic

theory stresses are negligible, compared to the stresses resulting
from mesoscale fluctuations, and, therefore, the errors are
irrelevant. On the other hand, when φs > 0.59, where there is
little mesoscale structure, one would get a fairly good estimate of
the stresses from the solution of the original granular energy
equation. However, for most high-velocity fluidized-bed applica-
tions, such high particle volume fractions are not frequently
encountered (except in a few isolated transient pockets) and,
therefore, the extra work of solving the granular energy equation
(which would slow the simulations) seems unnecessary. The
dimensionless filtered particle phase viscosity is defined as

μs, filtered ¼ μs, kinetic þ
Fsφsv0xv0y

Dvx =Dy
� �

þ Dvy =Dx
� �

where μs,kinetic is the filtered viscosity arising from the streaming
and collisional parts captured by the kinetic theory. Figure 7
shows the dimensionless filtered particle phase shear viscosity, μs,
filtered,d (defined as μs,filtered,d = μs,filteredg/(Fsvt3)), as a function of
φs for various filter lengths. (The filtered particle phase viscosity
for a filter length equal to the grid length corresponds toμs,kinetic.)
Analogous to what was discussed in modeling the filtered particle
phase pressure, for φs < 0.59, the contributions resulting from the
subfilter-scale velocity fluctuations dominate and the filtered
particle phase viscosity increases appreciably with filter length;
thus, at the coarse-grid scale, one can ignore the kinetic theory
contributions to the filtered particle phase viscosity for φs < 0.59.
At higher φs values, the subfilter-scale velocity fluctuations
disappear and only μs,kinetic remains; as a result, the filtered

Figure 6. Effect of particle phase volume fraction on the dimensionless
filtered particle phase pressure for the dimensionless filter lengths shown
in the figure legend. These results were generated from the same set of
simulation data that led to Figure 1. The figure also includes the
constitutive relationships (as a function of particle volume fraction, filter
length) given in eq 6 in Table 2. [Figure legend: the black dash-dotted
line represents the constitutive relationship for the 16.448 du filter; the
solid light gray line represents the constitutive relationship for the 8.224
du filter; the solid black line represents the constitutive relationship for
the 4.112 du filter; the black dashed line represents the constitutive
relationship for the 2.056 du filter; and the gray dashed line represents
the constitutive relationship for the 1.028 du filter.]

Figure 7. The variation of the dimensionless filtered particle phase
(shear) viscosity with particle volume fraction is presented for seven
different dimensionless filter lengths (shown in the legend). These
results were generated from the same set of simulation data that led to
Figure 1. The figure also includes the constitutive relationship (as a
function of particle volume fraction, filter length) given in eq 9 in Table
2. [Figure legend: the black dash-dotted line represents the constitutive
relationship for the 16.448 du filter; the solid light gray line represents
the constitutive relationship for the 8.224 du filter; the solid black line
represents the constitutive relationship for the 4.112 du filter; the black
dashed line represents the constitutive relationship for the 2.056 du
filter; and the gray dashed line represents the constitutive relationship
for the 1.028 du filter.]
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particle phase viscosity becomes independent of the filter length
in this range of φs values.
The variation of the filtered particle phase viscosity with

increasing φs for a given filter length (Frfilter
�1 > the grid length)

is essentially the same as that of the filtered particle phase
pressure. Based on this similarity, we have used similar correla-
tions to capture the filtered particle phase viscosity and the
filtered particle phase pressure. The correlation for the filtered
particle phase viscosity is summarized in Table 2 (eqs 9�11).
The scaling with filter length comes through Factorμs, which
increases almost linearly (Frfilter

�1.22) with filter length. As
shown in Figure 7, this correlation (eq 9) nicely captures the
filtered particle phase viscosity.
It is important to note that, in this study, we set out to integrate

a set of equations which assumes that frictional stresses do not
come into effect until φs = 0.65 and consider only collisional
stresses. If friction becomes important at lower particle volume
fractions, the studies that we have discussed in this paper should
be repeated with a set of equations including frictional stress. In
general, because the frictional stress has a stabilizing effect, it will
suppress the formation of mesoscale structures; as a result, the
filtered model would manifest a filter-length-dependent drag
coefficient, a particle phase pressure, and a particle phase
viscosity over a narrower volume fraction range than seen in
the present study (i.e., instead of φs = 0.59, we will have a smaller
upper limit).
Three-Dimensional (3D) Simulations. The 3D filtered re-

sults presented in this section are based on computational data
gathered in a 16.448 du� 16.448 du� 16.448 du cubic periodic
domain; this domain size translates to 0.08 m� 0.08 m� 0.08 m
for the FCC particles (whose physical properties are given in

Table 1). Computations were performed for 14 different do-
main-averaged particle volume fractions (in the range of
0.01�0.58) and 64 � 64 � 64 grid points and filtered to obtain
the results presented below. Although the domain dimensions
are much smaller than those used in 2D simulations (because of
computational limitations), the domain dimensions do not affect
the filtered quantities as long as the filter length is much smaller
than the domain dimensions. However, extrapolation of the
results to estimate the asymptotic filtered drag coefficient for
very large filter lengths is more uncertain now.
3D Filtered Drag Coefficient. Figure 8 presents the variation of

the (dimensionless) 3D filtered drag coefficient, as a function of
φs for various filter lengths. As in 2D simulations (see Figure 1),
the filter length effect on the 3D filtered drag coefficient depends
on φs. The results in Figure 8 are replotted in Figure 9, as in
Figure 2 for the 2D simulations. The insets in Figures 8 and 9
show the region φs e 0.25 more clearly. The filtered drag
coefficient from the 3D simulations for a specified filter length
and φs is lower than that extracted from the 2D simulations at
intermediate φs values; this result is expected as the 3D inhomo-
geneous structures, which are globular and strandlike, allow the
gas to bypass these structures more easily than the 2D clusters
and streamers (which take the form of cylinders and sheets if
extended to three dimensions). However, the difference di-
minishes at very low and high particle volume fractions, and
the 2D and 3D filtered drag coefficients appear to converge.

Figure 8. The variation of the dimensionless 3D filtered drag coefficient
with particle volume fraction for various filter lengths (listed in the
legend in dimensionless units) is shown. Simulations were in a cubic
periodic domain of size 16.448 du� 16.448 du� 16.448 du, using 64�
64 � 64 grid points. The physical conditions corresponding to this
simulation are listed in Table 1. The dimensionless filtered drag
coefficient includes contributions from the drag force and the pressure
fluctuation force. Data used for filtering were generated by running
simulations for domain-average particle volume fractions of 0.01, 0.02,
0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, and 0.58. The
figure also includes two inset figures: (a) for 0e φs < 0.25) (to show the
filtering effect more clearly in the regions of moderate particle concen-
tration) and (b) for the dilute volume fraction region (0 e φs < 0.01).

Figure 9. The results shown earlier in Figure 8 are plotted on a
logarithmic scale. Here, Q = βfiltered,d/[φs(1 � φs)], where βfiltered,d is
the dimensionless filtered drag coefficient, φs is the filtered particle phase
volume fraction. (φs values are also shown on a secondary x-axis on the
top of the figure.) The figure also includes the constitutive relationships
(as a function of particle volume fraction, filter length, with and without
“gg”, in eqs 15 and 16, respectively) given in eq 12 (in Table 3) for 0e φs
< 0.65. The dimensionless filter lengths are shown in the legend. [Figure
legend: the solid light gray line represents the constitutive relationship
with “gg” for the 2.056 du filter; the solid black line represents the
constitutive relationship with “gg” for the 4.112 du filter; the gray dashed
line represents the constitutive relationship without “gg” for the 4.112 du
filter; the black dash-dotted line at the bottom indicates the asymptotic
value of ln(Q) for large filters, which was obtained from scaling studies.]
The inset figure shows the behavior in the region with φs < 0.05.
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Thus, there are definite quantitative differences between 2D and
3D results; however, it is clear from Figures 1 (2D case) and 8
(3D case) that both 2D and 3D results are strikingly similar.
As we discussed earlier, in association with the 2D filtered drag

coefficient, a simple model in the form βfiltered = βmicroscopic(1þ c)
can capture the filter length dependence of the filtered drag
coefficient reasonably well for Frfilter

�1 g 2.056 du. The correla-
tions for this model (eqs 12�17 are summarized in Table 3.
Figure 9 compares this correlation with the computational data; a
correlation without “gg” in eq 14) captures the 3D filtered drag
coefficient data reasonably well for large φs values (>0.18), but is
somewhat lacking for smaller φs values. By setting h3D(φs) =
h2D(φs)gg(φs) and using the function “gg” given in eq 17, one can
get a better fit. However, this modification leads to higher 3D
filtered drag coefficient than the 2D drag coefficient for small φs
values (for Frfilter

�1 g 4.112 du), which appears unphysical.
Therefore, we suggest that, as a first approximation, one should
simply use h3D(φs) = h2D(φs)gg(φs). Additional 3D simulations
in larger 3D domains (which are currently beyond our resources)
and smaller φs values are required to get a better estimate of h3D.
Similar to what we have discussed in the 2D case, the scaling

with filter length comes through f(Frfilter) = [Frfilter
�1.6/

(Frfilter
�1.6 þ 0.4)] and, by the time the filter length (Frfilter

�1)
becomes ∼30 du, it asymptotically approaches unity (see Fig-
ure 4). Note that the 3D function reaches unity faster than the 2D
function.
One might argue that the asymptotic value for the drag

coefficient is the only important quantity for coarse-grid simula-
tions of large process vessels and that there is no need for
developing a functional relationship for the filtered drag coeffi-
cient, which shows the scaling of this quantity with the filter
length. However, this argument ignores the fact that the filtered

particle phase pressure and viscosity continue to increase with
filter length forφs < 0.59, without reaching any asymptotic values.
We performed test coarse-grid simulations with the asymptotic
value of the filtered drag coefficient and the filter-length depen-
dent particle phase pressure and viscosity extracted with three
different filter lengths, and we found that changes in the values of
the particle phase pressure and viscosity affected the results
quantitatively. Thus, filter-length-dependent correlations seem
to be essential at least for the particle phase stress.
An alternate approach based on Energy Minimization Multi-

Scale (EMMS) method has been developed by Li, Kwauk, and
co-workers.16�20 The EMMS method assumes that particles
move in the form of clusters in the (particle-rich) dense phase
or individually in the (gas-rich) dilute phase, introduces a stability
condition to correlate different scales, and provides closure of the
conservation equation, with respect to different scales. The
EMMS method was later integrated into the TFMs in the form
of a subgrid model for the drag coefficient by Yang et al.21 and
Xiao et al.22 (Here, the effective drag coefficient is defined as βe =
βWen and YuHD, where HD is the scaling factor and will be
discussed below.) The EMMS model (for steady flow) and its
extension (for transient flow), EMMS/matrix23,24 are reported to
have good success in capturing experimental data.21,25�32 Unlike
the present study, where the corrections to the drag force depend
on filter length, the EMMS and EMMS/matrix models prescribe
a fixed modification to the drag force, and it may perhaps be
viewed as the large filter length limit. Figure 10 compares HD

from various literature models with HD (where HD = 1 � h2D)
extracted from our studies (eq 5 in Table 2). Here, we have
included HD from the EMMS/matrix model (Model M23)
[specifically, data from Figure 1 of Lu et al.33], HD from the
previous version of EMMS model (Model Y21,27), and that from

Table 3. 3D Filtered Closures

3D Filtered drag coefficient:

βfiltered ¼ βmicroscopic ð1þ cÞ (12)

c ¼ � f ðFrfilterÞh3Dðφs Þ (13)

f ðFrfilterÞ ¼ Frfilter � 1:6

Frfilter � 1:6 þ 0:4
(14)

h3Dðφs Þ ¼ 1� βasymptotic

βmicroscopic
¼ h2Dðφs Þggðφs Þ (15)

h3Dðφs Þ ¼ 1� βasymptotic

βmicroscopic

¼ h2Dðφs Þ ðRecommendedÞ (16)

ggðφs Þ ¼ φs
0:24ð1:48þ expð � 18φs ÞÞ φs < 0:18

1 φs g 0:18

8<
:

(17)

3D Filtered particle phase pressure:

See eqs 6�8 in Table 2

3D Filtered particle phase (shear) viscosity:

μs, filtered g
Fsvt 3

¼

μs, kinetic g

Fsvt3
þ Factorμsðφs � 0:59Þð � 1:22φs � 0:7φs

2 � 2φs
3Þ φs e 0:59

μs, kinetic g

Fsvt3
φs > 0:59

8>>><
>>>:

(18)

Factorμs ¼ 0:37Frfilter � 1:22Factordim (19)

Factordim ¼ ð0:28Frfilter � 0:43 þ 1Þ � 1 (20)

The kinetic model term is given as

μs, kinetic g
Fsvt 3

¼

1720φs
4 � 215φs

3 þ 9:81φs
2 � 0:207φs þ 0:00254 φs e 0:0200

2:72φs
4 � 1:55φs

3 þ 0:329φs
2 � 0:0296φs þ 0:00136 0:0200 < φs e 0:200

� 0:0128φs
3 þ 0:0107φs

2 � 0:0005φs þ 0:000335 0:200 < φs e 0:6095

23:6φs
2 � 28:0φs þ 8:30 φs > 0:6095

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(21)
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the Ergun/Wen and Yu model (Model G5), and the model from
Simonin’s group for two different K (a constant in their drag
coefficient definition) values.10�12Wen and Yu drag coefficient34

was used as the standard drag coefficient, and the remaining
models were scaled with it to get the corresponding HD. Lu
et al.33 stated thatHD from the EMMS/matrix model is a function
of both φs and local slip velocity and that higher slip velocity
generally resulted in higher values of HD. The area plot shown in
Figure 10 covers a range of 0.001 m/s < Vslip < 15.2 m/s.
In our simulations, the filtered vertical slip velocity decreases
from 1.0 m/s to 0.40 m/s as φs increases from 0.01 to 0.30.
Within this φs and slip velocity range, the φs dependence of HD

from the EMMS/matrix model is qualitatively similar to that
from our filtered drag coefficient and those from Simonin’s
group.10�12

Some authors23,24,28,29,33,35�37 have combined the EMMS
model and its derivative EMMS/matrix model (which assumes
that some of the particles reside in a clustered state) for drag with
the kinetic theory model for stresses (which assumes that
individual particles move chaotically).5,38 In an analogous man-
ner, Simonin and co-workers10�12 have developed models for
the filtered drag coefficient, but their filtered TFM simulations
continue to use the same fluctuation energy balance as in the
microscopic TFM. All these studies have focused on the most
dominant residual correlation in the filtered TFM; the numerical
solution of the TFM equations have shown that the largest
contributions to themomentum equations come from the weight
of the particles, gas-phase pressure, and the drag force.
Unlike the above-mentioned studies, the approach pursued in

our studies filters both the stresses and the drag force. Coarse-
grid simulations with the filtered TFM equations have suggested

that not accounting for the mesoscale stresses (Reynolds-like
stresses) does produce quantitative changes in the predicted
results, despite the fact that the magnitude of the drag force term
is larger than the particle phase stress terms.
It is also important to point out one important difference

between the scaling for the filtered drag coefficient proposed in
our study and that which is emerging from Simonin’s group.10�12

The filter length is made dimensionless in our study, using the
terminal settling velocity of the particle and acceleration due to
gravity; thus, the characteristic length is essentially determined
by the particle being simulated and not the dimension of the
vessel in which the flow occurs. In other words, the dimension of
the vessel (where the gas-particle flow occurs) that we wish to
simulate, using the filtered TFM, does not appear anywhere in
the correlations summarized in Tables 2 and 3. In contrast, the
filtered drag model proposed by Simonin’s group10�12 uses
the vessel diameter (or width) in their scaling; why a model for
the residual correlations accounting for the effects of the subfilter
scale structures should be dependent on the macroscale length
scale is unclear. Validation studies against experimental data in
vessels of different dimensions are needed to differentiate
between these two different approaches to scaling.
3D Filtered Particle Phase Pressure and Viscosity. Figures 11

and 12 show the dimensionless filtered particle phase pressure
and shear viscosity as functions of φs for various filter lengths.
The trends are qualitatively similar to those obtained from the
2D simulations (Figures 6 and 7). A close inspection of the
results in Figures 6 and 11 indicate that the filtered particle phase
pressure from the 2D and 3D simulations are almost the same.
Therefore, we propose that the same set of constitutive relation-
ships (eqs 6�8 in Table 2) be used to model the filtered particle
phase pressure in both 2D and 3D computations. This correla-
tion is also plotted in Figure 11, and the good agreement is
evident.
The filtered particle phase viscosity obtained via 2D simulations

is slightly larger than that from 3D simulations. Our correlation for
the 3D filtered particle phase viscosity (see eq 18 inTable 3) differs

Figure 10. Scaling factor (HD vs filtered gas-phase volume fraction for
various models. (HD = βe/βWen andYu.) The Wen and Yu drag coefficient
was used as the standard drag coefficient, and the models were scaled with
it to get the correspondingHD. The area plot shown in this figure covers a
range of 0.001 m/s < Vslip < 15.2 m/s. The horizontal line at HD = 1 is
simply the Wen and Yu model case (i.e., no filtering). [Figure legend:
The solid line represents the asymptotic value for the 3D filtered drag
coefficient obtained in this study for very large filters; the dotted line
represents an early version of the EMMS model (Model Y21,27); the
EMMS/matrix model (Model M23) (extracted from Figure 1 from Lu
et al.33) is shown as the shaded region; the gray dashed line represents
the Ergun/Wen and Yu blend (Model G5). HD values computed from
the constitutive model developed by Simonin’s group10�12 (for two
different values of the parameter K appearing in the model) are also
shown. The black dash-dotted line represents data for K = 3; the black
dashed line represents data for K = 4.]

Figure 11. The variation of the dimensionless 3D filtered particle phase
pressure with particle volume fraction is presented for various dimen-
sionless filter lengths shown in the legend. These results were generated
from the same set of simulation data that led to Figure 8. The figure
includes the constitutive relationships that capture the filtered particle
phase pressure (which is the same as the constitutive relationships for
the 2D filtered particle phase pressure; see eqs 6�8 in Table 2).
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from that for the 2D filtered particle phase viscosity by Factordim
(see eqs 19 and 20 in Table 3. Figure 12 clearly shows that
the proposed correlation captures the computational data
reasonably well.
It is important to note that the kinetic theory model, which is

made dimensionless using Fs, vt, and vt
2/g as the characteristic

density, velocity, and length, respectively, contains the following
dimensionless parameters:

ep;
Fg
Fs
; Frp ¼ vt2

gdp
; Rep ¼ Fgvtdp

μg

Here, ep is the coefficient of restitution (for particle�particle
collisions) and the other symbols have the usual meanings.
With filtering, we add another dimensionless parameter: Frfilter
(Frfilter = vt

2/gΔfilter, where Δfilter is the filter length. In our
studies, we have studied the effect of these dimensionless
parameters on the filtered models within the following ranges:
0.8 e ep < 1; 0.008 < Fg/Fs < 0.005; 20 < Frp < 150; and 0.35 <
Rep < 10, which corresponds to particles ∼50�100 μm in size.
Within these ranges, we have demonstrated that the correc-

tions to the microscopic drag coefficient and the filtered particle
phase stress terms can be modeled as a simple function of Frfilter
(which is the inverse of dimensionless filter length) and the
filtered particle volume fraction. The range of this analysis also
indicates the range in which we can trust the validity of the
correlations given in our manuscript. We have not explored
much-larger particles. As the particles get larger, the filtered
model closures may become dependent on Frp and Rep.

’SUMMARY

In our prior study,1 we presented a methodology where
computational results obtained through highly resolved simula-
tions (in a large periodic domain) of a given microscopic two-
fluid model (TFM) can be filtered to deduce closures for the
corresponding filtered TFM equations. In that study, we found
that, to a good approximation, the dimensionless filtered drag

coefficient, the filtered particle phase pressure, and the filtered
particle phase (shear) viscosity can be treated as functions of only
particle volume fraction and dimensionless filter length. Our
prior study was limited to particle volume fractions (φs) of <0.30,
and no attempt was made to correlate the results obtained for
different filter lengths into a comprehensive correlation. In the
present study, we have examined the entire permissible range of
particle volume fractions and constructed correlations to capture
the particle volume fraction and filter length dependence of the
filtered drag coefficient, the filtered particle phase pressure, and
the filtered particle phase viscosity. Simulations have been
performed both in two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) periodic domains and correlations are advanced for both
cases. Although 3D results are most relevant for practical
applications, the 2D simulations served two useful purposes:
(a) Because 2D simulations require considerably less com-

putational resources (than 3D simulations), computa-
tions could be performed for much larger domain sizes
and, hence, the influence of filter length could be
explored over a much wider range of filter lengths
(than that possible in 3D simulations). This allowed us
to examine the extrapolation to large filters with lesser
uncertainty in 2D simulations than in 3D simulations.

(b) The qualitative similarity between 2D simulations and
3D simulations could be demonstrated conclusively.

Four regions could be identified in the dependence of the
filtered drag coefficient on φs. At low φs values, the filtered drag
coefficient manifests an anomalous behavior, which is indicative
of the formation of larger clusters with increasing φs. In the range
the 0.05 < φs < 0.30, the filtered drag coefficient can be captured
by a Richardson�Zaki (RZ)-like model and is indicative of
cluster�cluster interactions causing hindrance. For φs > 0.30, a
clear departure from the RZ form is evident. In the range of 0.30
φs < 0.59, the filter length dependence of the filtered drag
coefficient becomes progressively weaker and is negligible for
φs > 0.59. Correlations capturing all these trends are presented in
Tables 2 and 3 for 2D and 3D simulations, respectively. Note that
there are still uncertainties related with the exact shape of the
asymptotic functions (h2D(φs) and h3D(φs)), which may need
further retuning. The most significant uncertainty in the filtered
model is the confidence with which we can determine these
asymptotic functions. We estimated h2D(φs) and h3D(φs) by
extrapolating the results obtained for various filter lengths to
large filter lengths; such an extrapolation introduces some
uncertainty. Thus, improvement in the estimate of the asympto-
tic functions either through larger-scale simulations or compar-
ison with reliable experimental data may be necessary.

Filtered particle phase pressure and shear viscosity manifest
very similar trends: Both of them increase with φs for φs < 0.30,
and decrease monotonically at higher φs values without reaching
any asymptotic values. For φs > 0.59, the contributions arising
from the mesoscale fluctuations are essentially negligible. Corre-
lations for the filtered particle phase pressure and shear viscosity
are presented in Tables 2 and 3, for 2D and 3D simulations,
respectively.

The transitions observed in the filtered quantities at φs≈ 0.30
coincide roughly with phase inversion of themesoscale structures
from clusters and streamers to bubblelike voids. The correlations
presented in this study can be combined with the wall corrections
described by Igci et al.7 and used for coarse-grid simulations of
gas-particle flows in large vessels. In the same study,7 as well as in

Figure 12. The variation of the dimensionless 3D filtered particle phase
viscosity with particle volume fraction is presented for various dimen-
sionless filter lengths shown in the legend. These results were generated
from the same set of simulation data that led to Figure 8. This figure also
includes the constitutive relationships that capture the filtered particle
phase viscosity (see eqs 18�21 in Table 3).
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3D studies, we have seen that the lateral dimension of the grid
should be used as the criteria in determining the length of the
filter to be used. The filter length should be equal to at least two
times of the lateral dimension of the grid.
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’NOMENCLATURE
dp = particle diameter (m)
ep = coefficient of restitution for particle�particle collisions
c, f, h2D, h3D = factors used in modeling the filtered drag

coefficient
DH = hydraulic diameter of bed or simulation domain
fsim, hsim = factors used in Simonin’s drag force model
Factordim = additional factor for modeling the 3D filtered particle

phase viscosity
Factorps = coefficient used in modeling the filtered particle phase

pressure
Factorμs = coefficient used in modeling the filtered particle phase

shear viscosity
Frfilter = Froude number based on filter length; Frfilter =

vt
2/(gΔfilter)

Frgrid = Froude number based on grid length; Frgrid = vt
2/(gΔgrid)

Frp = Froude number based on particle diameter; Frp = vt
2/(gdp)

g, g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
gg = additional factor for 3D filtered drag coefficient modeling
HD = scaling factor for the drag coefficient
K = constant in Simonin’s drag force model
ps,filtered = filtered particle phase pressure (kg/(m s2))
ps,filtered,d = dimensionless filtered particle phase pressure; ps,

filtered,d = ps,filtered/(Fsvt2)
ps,kinetic = filtered value of particle phase pressures in the kinetic

theory model (kg/(m s2))
Rep = Reynolds number based on particle diameter and terminal

velocity = Fgvtdp/μg
vt = terminal settling velocity (m/s)
u = gas-phase velocity in the microscopic two-fluid model (m/s)
u = filtered gas phase velocity (m/s)
v = particle phase velocity in themicroscopic two-fluidmodel (m/s)
v = filtered particle phase velocity (m/s)
Vslip = vertical slip velocity (m/s)

Greek Symbols
βfiltered = filtered drag coefficient (kg/(m3 s))
βasymptotic = asymptotic value of the filtered drag coefficient

(kg/(m3 s))

βmicroscopic = microscopic filtered drag coefficient (kg/(m3 s))
βfiltered,d = dimensionless filtered drag coefficient; βfiltered,d =

βfilteredvt/(Fsg)
φg = gas-phase volume fraction
φs = particle volume fraction
φs,max = maximum particle volume fraction
φg = filtered gas-phase volume fraction
φs = filtered particle volume fraction
Fg = gas density (kg/m3)
Fs = particle density (kg/m3)
Δfilter = filter length (m)
Δgrid = grid length (m)
τSt = Stokes drag relaxation time of an isolated particle
μg = gas-phase viscosity (kg/(m s))
μs = shear viscosity of the particle phase appearing in the kinetic

theory model (kg/(m s))
μs,filtered = shear viscosity of the particle phase appearing in the

filtered two-fluid model (kg/(m s))
μs,filtered,d = dimensionless shear viscosity of the particle phase

appearing in the filtered two-fluid model; μs,filtered,d
= μs,filteredg/(Fsvt3)
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’NOTE ADDED AFTER ASAP PUBLICATION

After this paper that was published ASAP April 19, 2011, a
correction was made to the particle diameter value in Table 1.
The revised version was published May 20, 2011.


